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Abstract
We present an approach for enriching dialog based text-

to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems by explicitly control-

ling the expressiveness through the use of dialog act tags.

The dialog act tags in our framework are automatically

obtained by training a maximum entropy classifier on

the Switchboard-DAMSL data set, unrelated to the TTS

database. We compare the voice quality produced by ex-

ploiting automatic dialog act tags with that using human

annotations of dialog acts, and with two forms of ref-

erence databases. Even though the inventory of tags is

different for the automatic tagger and human annotation,

exploiting either form of dialog markup generates better

voice quality in comparison with the reference voices in

subjective evaluation.

Index Terms: dialog acts (speech acts), unit selection

speech synthesis, prosody

1. Introduction
In both human-to-human and human-computer speech

communication, identifying whether an utterance is a

statement, question, greeting, etc., is integral to produc-

ing, sustaining and understanding natural dialogs. Hence,

it is important that text-to-speech synthesis systems in a

dialog setting be able to synthesize utterances with ap-

propriate dialog context. Among various approaches to

text-to-speech synthesis, unit selection synthesis [1] has

been the most popular in recent times due to it’s abil-

ity to produce natural sounding speech. The underlying

assumption is that the unit database is rich in units that

cover a varying degree of expressiveness and hence the

synthesized utterance will be rendered with appropriate

prosody. In a dialog setting, this is akin to constructing a

unit database with utterances that cover all categories of

dialog types. While this notion of controlling prosody in

conventional unit selection synthesis systems is implicit,

explicit control over the expressiveness and prosody can

be obtained by either using specialized databases or cat-

egorical mark up tags that constrain the unit selection

search.

Dialog act (speech act) tags are labels used to repre-

sent such surface level communicative acts in a conversa-

tion or dialog [2]. Exploiting such information based on

pragmatic categories has been shown to improve the qual-

ity of text-to-speech synthesis output [3]. For instance,

assume that the unit database is recorded using a repre-

sentative set of dialog types such as statements, yes-no
questions, greetings, etc. An input text “Hi! it’s Annie.

How may I help you?” may be synthesized using a se-

quence of units from statement utterance type. Further-

more, the pitch range of the synthesized utterance may be

based on global statistics of the unit database. However,

explicitly adding dialog act tags can result in “Hi! it’s

Annie. <conventional-opening> How may I help you?

<wh-question>” being synthesized with appropriate set

of units belonging to a particular type of dialog act and

the pitch range dependent on the dialog type.

In this paper, we focus on enriching unit selection

synthesis in a dialog scenario by incorporating explicit

knowledge about dialog context through dialog act tags.

Our objective is two-fold. First, we circumvent the bottle-

neck of manual annotation of TTS prompts [3, 4] by using

an automatic dialog act tagger. Second, we investigate the

utility of a generalized tag set [5] for representing dialog

categories in comparison with one designed specifically

with respect to a TTS database [3]. The automatic dia-

log act tagger in this work is trained on the Switchboard-

DAMSL corpus [5]. The dialog act tags are used within

the unit selection system in two ways: (i) The dialog act

tag is used as a feature during the unit selection search,

i.e., the synthesized unit sequences are dependent on the

dialog act tags; (ii) we control the prosody of the syn-

thesized utterances by modifying the pitch range based

on the dialog act specific ranges observed in labeled TTS

database.

We compare the voice quality produced with the au-

tomatic dialog act tags with that of two baseline voices

without any markup, as well as a voice constructed from

a human annotated dialog act database [3, 4]. Subjec-

tive evaluation results demonstrate that the voice quality

of the TTS system using either the automatically tagged

or human annotated database is better than the reference

voices without any markup. The proposed scheme for

utilizing automatic dialog act tags in TTS is scalable and

is a simple way of providing expressiveness in dialog ap-

plications. We present details about the automatic dialog

act tagging framework: models, data and tagging accura-
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cies in Section 2 followed by the description of the unit

selection database in Section 3. Section 4 describes the

use of dialog act tags in in AT&T Natural Voices speech

synthesis system [6]. We present experimental results in

Section 5 and conclude in Section 6 along with some di-

rections for future work.

2. Automatic Dialog Act Tagging
Automatic dialog act tagging pertains to classifying an

utterance (either text or both speech and text) into a one

of many semantic categories that signify the surface level

communicative act. Typically, supervised learning pro-

cedures are used to learn the mapping from the utterance

(represented through a set of features) into the dialog act

category. In this work, we use a maximum entropy tagger

to perform this classification.

2.1. Maximum Entropy Model

We model the prediction problem as a classification

task: given a sequence of utterances ui in a dia-

log U = u1, u2, · · · , un and a dialog act vocabulary

(di ε D, |D| = K), we need to predict the best dialog

act sequence D∗ = d1, d2, · · · , dn.

D∗ = argmax
d1,··· ,dn

P (d1, · · · , dn|u1, · · · , un) (1)

We approximate the sequence level global classifica-

tion problem, using conditional independence assump-

tions, to a product of local classification problems as

shown in Eq.(2). The classifier is then used to assign

to each word a dialog act label conditioned on a vector

of local contextual feature vectors comprising the lexical,

syntactic and acoustic information.

D∗ ≈ argmax
D

n∏

i=1

P (di|Φ(ui−k, · · · , ui+l)) (2)

= argmax
D

n∏

i=1

P (di|Φ(Wi−k, · · · ,

Wi+l, Si−k, · · · , Si+l)) (3)

where Wi is the word sequence and Si is the syntactic

feature sequence belonging to utterances ui. The vari-

ables l and k denote the right and left context respectively.

To estimate the conditional distribution P (d|Φ) we

use the general technique of choosing the maximum en-

tropy (maxent) distribution that estimates the average of

each feature over the training data. We use the machine

learning toolkit LLAMA [7] to estimate the conditional

distribution using maxent.

2.2. Training Data for Dialog Act Tagger

We use the Switchboard-DAMSL (SWBD-DAMSL) [5]

corpus as the training data to train our dialog act tagger.

The SWBD-DAMSL corpus consists of 1155 dialogs and

218,898 utterances from the Switchboard corpus of tele-

phone conversations, tagged with discourse labels from a

shallow discourse tag set. It contains 42 dialog act tags

that distinguish mutually exclusive utterance types [5].

The interlabeler agreement for this 42-label tag set is 84%

(κ = 0.80), with the labeling performed at the utterance

level. In order to benchmark the accuracy of the tagger

described in Section 2.1, we used a set of 173 dialogs,

selected at random for testing. The test set consisted of

29869 discourse segments.

2.3. Tagging Results

The lexical features used in our modeling framework are

trigrams of words in a given utterance. We tag the ut-

terances with part-of-speech tags using the AT&T POS

tagger. The POS inventory is the same as the Penn tree-

bank which includes 47 POS tags. In addition to the POS

tags, we also annotate the utterance with Supertags [8].

The syntactic features comprise the trigrams of POS and

Supertags.

For more detailed information about the dialog act

tagger, the reader is referred to [9]. However, the results

presented in this paper are different from those presented

in [9]. The performance improved significantly as we

used punctuation as feature in the classification frame-

work. In previous work we omitted punctuation in the

training data as our test domain was the output of auto-

matic speech recognition that typically does not generate

punctuation.

Cues used Accuracy
Chance (majority tag) 39.9

Lexical 74.9

Lexical+Syntactic 76.0

Table 1: Dialog act tagging accuracies (in %) for lexical

and syntactic cues with the maximum entropy model.

Results of DA tagging using lexical and syntactic fea-

tures from reference transcripts are presented in Table 1.

Analysis of the errors made by the classifier demonstrated

that majority of the errors were associated with low fre-

quency tags. The high frequency dialog act tags such

as statement-non-opinion, wh-question, yes-no question,

acknowledgment, etc. exhibited higher accuracies (≈ 82-

85%).

3. Unit Selection Database
The TTS experiments in this work used a 12 hour speech

corpus recorded from an adult female speaker who was

a native speaker of American English. The corpus con-

sisted of text typically spoken in human-computer dia-

log applications. The texts included dialogs transcribed

from customer-live agent interactions, simulated dialogs
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based on such interactions, prompts for interactive ser-

vices, and information requested from automated inter-

active services, such as names, addresses, flight informa-

tion, digit strings such as used for telephone, account, or

credit card numbers.

The dialog act of every utterance in the 12 hour cor-

pus was annotated manually using a set of 20 tags specif-

ically designed for the data set [4]. The utterances were

also classified into dialog act categories using the auto-

matic dialog act tagger presented in Section 2. A total

of 24 tags out of the 42 tag vocabulary of the tagger was

used in labeling the TTS database.

4. Integrating dialog act tags in TTS
The dialog act tags from both the automatic tagger and

human annotation were used in two ways for building the

unit selection voice. First, the written text correspond-

ing to the acoustic inventory was processed to provide

labels that were aligned with the acoustic units. The only

distinguishing factor between automatic and human an-

notated tags was in terms of the tag set used. The set of

dialog act labels was made available to the unit selection

system so that any text to be synthesized with mark-up

could be compared with database units in terms of con-

versional features (e.g., f0, duration) and additionally in

terms of the dialog act feature. A weight was provided

so that the importance of the feature could be adjusted.

Second, the prosodic variables (pitch range parameters)

specified for the voice were different for each dialog act

tag. These values were inferred from the labeled unit se-

lection database.

5. Experiment
Web-based listening testing was conducted to test the util-

ity of the automatic dialog tag system for improving the

TTS quality in the context of human-computer dialogs.

Two distinct tests were performed in the evaluation. One

investigated the use of dialog act tags for two short di-

alogs while the other examined using tags in a more gen-

eral context. The details of the stimuli and design of the

experiment are presented in the following sections.

5.1. Stimuli

The automated agent portion of two simulated di-

alogs, one a travel reservation scenario and the other a

restaurant-booking scenario, and of a mixed set of un-

related utterances, were synthesized using four different

TTS systems: (1) Standard TTS (STD) used the standard

AT&T Research unit selection TTS system, (2) Manual

Speech act TTS (MSA) used the human annotated speech

acts, (3) Speech act TTS using automatic tags (ASA) and

(4) a system built with the same acoustic inventory as (2)

and (3), but lacking any speech act information or adap-

tations (NSA). All four systems were built from the same

speaker, although the recorded material included in the

first, standard, inventory differed in both size and con-

stituent material from that of the other three systems. The

standard TTS inventory contained approximately 6 hours

of speech; the recorded material was primarily reading

of factual material, but it also included some interactive

dialog material.

From each of the above four systems, twenty two ut-

terances (two sets of seven, representing agent turns in

a dialog and one set of eight, representing a mixed set)

were generated and used as listening test stimuli. The in-

put text was standard text for STD and NSA. The text was

annotated manually for MSA and automatically for ASA.

5.2. Design

The Web-based listening tests were administered in two

ways: Web interface hosted on a standalone server and

Amazon Mechanical Turk. The listening tests were di-

vided into three parts.

(a) Travel dialog (seven utterances)

(b) Restaurant search dialog (seven utterances)

(c) General utterances (eight utterances).

Each part consisted of paired comparisons in which

listeners rated their A/B preference on a -2 (strongly pre-

fer A) to +2 (strongly prefer B) scale, where 0 indicated

no preference. Sequential order of the seven dialog turns

was preserved for (a) and (b) but utterance order was ran-

domized for the eight pairs in (c). Stimuli were presented

using a Latin square design (for the 4 TTS systems) to

ensure as far as possible a balanced set of paired com-

parisons, including order of presentation. The three tests

over the 4x4 Latin Square design were posted as individ-

ual human intelligence task (HIT) on Mechanical Turk.

In all three tests, listeners also indicated whether or not

English was their native language, and whether they lis-

tened using headphones or speakers.

5.3. Listeners

Preference results are based on 5121 ratings from 148

unique listeners for dialog tests (a and b), and on 3043 rat-

ings from 111 listeners in mixed test c. Many of the par-

ticipated in more than one test page. Of the initial 182 test

participants in dialog tests and 136 participants in test c,

34 were judged unreliable and their data were eliminated

from analysis in dialog tests, and 25 were eliminated for

test c. Listeners were judged unreliable if (a) their ratings

never varied (e.g. all ratings were “-2” or all “+2”), or

(b) if they strongly preferred one of two paired identical

stimuli over 40% of the time, or (c) if they took multiple

tests but were inconsistent in reporting their native lan-

guage status. Of the ratings from acceptably reliable lis-

teners, 3990(78%) in dialog tests, and 2374(78%) in test
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Figure 1: CMOS for four TTS systems

c reported using headphones or earphones; the remain-

ing 22% listened by loudspeaker. 3762(73%) identified

themselves as native speakers of English in dialog tests,

and 2275(75%) in test c; the remaining listeners identi-

fied themselves as non-native.

5.4. Results

Overall quality as measured by Comparison Mean Opin-

ion Scores (CMOS) is shown in Figure 1. The potential

CMOS range is -2 to 2. CMOS = (2N+2 + N+1 +
0N0 − N−1 − 2N−2)/Ntot, where N−2 is the number

of ’strongly prefer A’ (-2) responses, N1 is the number of

’prefer B’ (+1) responses etc, and Ntot is the total number

of responses. Note that in this test, CMOS was calculated

from ratings of each of the two members of an A/B pair

(e.g. for a rating of 2, A would score -2 and B would

score 2).

Comparative Mean Opinion Scores (CMOS) are

shown in Figure 1, with dialog tests (a) and (b) com-

bined, and test (c) shown separately. The results show

a much greater range of variation for the dialog test stim-

uli in comparison with the general utterance test set.

Scores on the dialog tests were highest for the two speech

act systems (MSA and ASA). The STD reference sys-

tem was strongly disfavored by listeners, as indicated by

its strongly negative CMOS value. The NSA system’s

CMOS score was just above the neutral score (0). On the

other hand, the general utterance test set exhibits much

smaller range in CMOS scores. Hence, using dialog act

tags in the appropriate context can enhance the quality of

the synthesis as demonstrated by the CMOS scores.

6. Summary and Conclusions
We presented an approach for incorporating expressive-

ness in dialog-based TTS by explicitly using dialog

act tags generated by an automatic tagger using the

Switchboard-DAMSL tag set. The TTS database was

then constructed using the tagged data. We compared

our approach with three different TTS systems, one con-

structed using a manually tagged database (with cus-

tomized tags) while the other two were reference systems

that differed in the amount of training data. Subjective

evaluation showed that the automatic system achieved

similar performance in comparison with the manually

tagged system and notably better than both the reference

systems in the dialog domain. The automatic frame-

work provides a means to scale to larger unit selec-

tion databases and is suitable as a preprocessing mod-

ule for enriching general purpose text-to-speech synthe-

sizers. We plan to explore in more detail the effects of

individual speech acts on the voice quality as part of fu-

ture work.
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